PROTECT
NELSON’S
COLUMN
Anti-British leftists
are stepping up their
campaign of hate
against the British
people by demanding
the destruction of
Nelson’s Column in
Trafalgar Square...

Attack on the British people
Racist hack Afua Hirsch is so grateful to the
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that our British history be erased
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Time for action!
The slandering of British Hero Admiral Nelson is the latest
in a series of vicious attacks on the British people in an
effort to erase our history and identity. If they succeed in
destroying Nelson’s Column, it will embolden them
to tear down everything our ancestors build for us...

Adam Walker
BNP Chairman

Our DUTY to save our country

Defending our British Heroes
Our ancestral British Heroes fought and died to
provide us with the hard-won freedoms we all
enjoy today. If you don’t take a stand to
stop them, no one else will.

Britain – Love it or leave it!

The BNP share the same policy with the Conservatives
and Labour – to provide those of immigrant background
who wish to leave with financial assistance to do just that.

“England expects that
every man will do his
duty!” That was the
rousing call to arms
from Admiral Nelson in
the victorious Battle of
Trafalgar during which
he lost his life.
More than ever we need
that British spirit to
defend against
this latest threat
to our freedoms.

Find out more about the BNP campaign at www.bnp.org.uk/protect-nelsons-column
I want to help PROTECT NELSON’S COLUMN:
I want to join: £48 Standard
£25 OAP/unwaged
FIRST NAME:
ADDRESS:
POSTCODE:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:

SURNAME:
EMAIL:

Make cheques or PO’s payable to ‘British Heritage’
To join or donate by credit card please call...

BNP hotline
visit www.bnp.org.uk
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I want to donate £
Just send me a BNP info pack
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They’ve tried to ban our St George’s flag, now they’re
trying to ban our Heroes. Brits alive today have a pact
with our ancestors and those yet to be born to protect
our country. We have no right to let the haters destroy it.

